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TO:

Mayor

SUBJECT:

Resolution No. 70- 2019, accepting the Updated Site Analysis for the Skate
Park Feasibility Study and selecting a preferred location(s) for further

and

Town Council

October 15, 2019

study
BACKGROUND

The Danville Parks, Recreation & Arts Strategic Plan Update ( Plan) includes strategic

recommendations for how to provide inclusive recreational opportunities for users of all

ages. A multi -use skate park is an example of one such opportunity.
The 2017/ 18 Capital Improvement Program (CIP) included $20, 000 to fund a Skate Park

Feasibility Study ( 2018 Study). The consulting firm of Spohn Ranch Skate Parks was
selected to undertake the 2018 Study which looked at how and where the Town might

locate a future multi -use skate park within an existing Town park. The 2018 Study was
reviewed by the Parks, Recreation and Arts Commission and by the Town Council.
Although the Town Council accepted the 2018 Study in September 2018, a preferred skate
park

location

was not

identified.

Subsequently, Town staff was directed to work with

the consultant to further evaluate Town park sites to identify additional potential siting
alternatives. The 2018 Study has now been updated to include additional alternatives for
consideration by the Town Council.

Consideration and acceptance of the Updated Study and Analysis and selection of a
preferred location would be the first step toward future construction of a multi -use skate
park in Danville. A determination to move forward with such a project would require the
Town Council to

add

the

project

to the CIP. Such a decision would be dependent upon

how a multi -use skate park would be prioritized among all of the Town' s current and
future capital needs, and whether a potential funding source can be identified.
DISCUSSION
Site Analysis

For the 2018 Study, the consultant reviewed and analyzed locations within Diablo Vista,
Osage Station and Sycamore Valley Parks to determine the viability for constructing and
operating a multi -use skate park. The consultant and staff visited each park several times
to gather information that was used to score and rank the various locations based upon
the

following

criteria:

Size of space

Location within community
Visibility for observation and patrol
Impact on adjacent homes

Existing amenities and infrastructure
Environmental impact
Site conditions
Ease of development

ADA accessibility
Proximity to schools
Design suitability
Aspirational

Optimal location

The Updated Study and Analysis ( Attachment B) presents 14 site locations, including
three

new sites

that

Diablo Vista Park

were not shown

and one at

in the 2018

Oak Hill Park.

Study. The new sites include two at
Following is the list of locations by park.

Each site is described by the consultant as having either higher or lower viability.
Diablo Vista Park
Higher

Viability
Lower Viability

Sand Volleyball Courts

Southeast Corner (behind mosaic water snake)
Corner of Crow Canyon Rd. and Tassajara Ranch Dr.

Oak Hill Park
Higher

Viability
Lower Viability

Sand Volleyball Area
Open Space ( back side of park)

Osage Station Park

Higher Viability
Lower Viability

Turf Triangle (adjacent to Charlotte Wood hard courts)
Brookside Entrance (adjacent to tennis courts)
West Edge ( near Soccer Field # 2)

Sycamore Valley Park
Higher Viability

Upper Open Space Field (adjacent to the bocce courts)

Lower Open Space Field (area nearest Camino Tassajara)

Existing Ponds and Fountains
Lower Viability

Corner of Holbrook Dr. and Camino Tassajara
Upper Field # 4 ( west of Sand Hill Trail)
Upper Field # 6 ( east of Sand Hill Trail)

Community Survey

An on-line community survey was conducted to gauge the level of support for a multiuse skate park. Respondents were asked to identify a preferred park site and a preferred
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location

that

Complete survey results are included in Attachment C.
Following is a summary of the 1, 071 responses received:
within

park.

91 % were Town residents
54% support/ strongly support a multi -sport skate park

35% oppose/ strongly oppose a multi -sport skate park
All site options received a range of 42- 46%

0

support/ strong support
Diablo Vista Park was the preferred park location

Site locations at Sycamore Valley Park registered the highest opposition, with 4045% opposed/ strongly opposed
Staff Analysis

It should be emphasized that each of the 14 potential sites represent viable alternatives
from

a site

development

standpoint.

Though the consultant has attempted to score and

rank the sites, the weight assigned to each of these and other ranking criteria by the Town
Council may be different. For example, the 2018 Study evaluated the first three sites listed
above at Sycamore Valley Park as highly viable and ranked all three sites highly.
However, after weighing community input, both the Parks Commission and Town

Council rejected these sites because they weighted the ranking criteria differently.
Specific considerations including proximity to existing homes, elementary schools and
streets;

the

need

to

displace

existing

park

amenities;

accessibility, visibility

and

constructability must be evaluated for each of the proposed locations.

With this in mind and based upon feedback provided by the Town Council in their
previous review of the 2018 Study, staff has attempted to identify a preferred location
within each of

the four

park sites studied.

Each or all of these locations would warrant

further study if selected.
Diablo Vista Park - Southeast Corner ( behind
identified

as

the

most

preferred

mosaic water snake).

Within this park

in the survey), this site has adequate space in an

underutilized part of the park. While requiring more grading, it is furthest removed from
surrounding homes, is

proximate

to

parking

and

restrooms,

and does not require

removing or displacing existing active recreational amenities at the park.
Oak Hill Park - Sand Volleyball Court. Of the two sites identified in this park, this site is

more readily accessible, would require less grading and is furthest removed from
surrounding homes. It would be located in close proximity to the All Wars Memorial
and would require removal or relocation of the existing sand volleyball court.
Osage Station Park - Turf Triangle ( adjacent Charlotte Wood hard

courts).

Of the three

potential sites at this park, this site is the furthest removed from adjacent homes, has the

best access and would have the least impact on existing baseball/ soccer fields in the park.
Sycamore

Valley - Upper Open Space Field ( Area adjacent to the Bocce Courts).

Multi -Use Skate Park
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This site was identified as the most viable in the Study but was the least preferred site in
the survey. Of the potential sites in this park, it is the furthest removed from existing
homes across Camino Tassajara (approximately 400 feet) and would have the least impact
on existing recreational amenities at the park.

The Town Council is being requested to review and consider the Updated Study and
Analysis along with identifying a potential preferred location(s) for a potential multi -use
skate park.

PUBLIC CONTACT

Posting of the meeting agenda serves as notice to the general public.
FISCAL IMPACT

A future decision to move forward with design and construction of a multi -use skate park

would require including the project in the CIP and identifying one or more potential
funding sources for the project. No project funding is currently included in the CIP.
RECOMMENDATION

Consider adoption of Resolution No. 70- 2019, accepting the Updated Site Analysis for the
Skate Park Feasibility Study and selecting a preferred location(s) for further study.

Prepared and Reviewed by:

Henry Perezalonso
Recreation, Arts &

Community Services Director

Attachment: A - Resolution No. 70- 2019
BC-

Skate Park Feasibility Study 2.0
Multi use Skate Park Survey Results

D- Skate Park Town Council Staff Report, September 18, 2018

Multi -Use Skate Park
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DocuSign Envelope ID: 7FDB919B- 28CC- 43E2- A231- 6D8D63A2D210

RESOLUTION NO. 70- 2019

ACCEPTING THE UPDATED SITE ANALYSIS FOR THE SKATE PARK
FEASIBILITY STUDY AND SELECTING A PREFFERED( S) LOCATION FOR
FURTHER STUDY

WHEREAS, the Town' s 2017 Parks, Recreation & Arts Strategic Plan Update includes

recommendations to examine recreational opportunities for different ages and for

emerging recreational activities not currently provided by the Town; and
WHEREAS, based upon public feedback received during the Strategic Plan Update
process, the Town' s Parks and Leisure Services Commission recommended looking at
the feasibility of a skate park in Danville; and
WHEREAS, the Town retained a consultant to prepare the study, which looks at the

physical feasibility of constructing a skate park in a Town park, including access, parking
and cost; and

WHEREAS, the Parks and Leisure Services Commission reviewed the study at public
meetings on December 13, 2017 and
February 14, 2018, accepted the study, and
recommended that the Town and consultant do additional research to address concerns

raised by members of the public; and
WHEREAS, the Danville Town Council held a public hearing on September 18, 2018 to
consider the
feasibility study, including the additional materials prepared by the
consultant, and written and oral comments provided by the community. The Town
Council accepted the study but asked for additional information and community input
to assist in selecting a preferred location; and

WHEREAS, the Danville Town Council held a second public hearing on October 15, 2019,
to consider the updated site analysis for the feasibility study, the results of an on-line
community survey and written and oral comments provided by the community; now,
therefore, be it

RESOLVED, by the Danville Town Council that it accepts the updated site analysis for
the Danville Skate Park Feasibility Study as presented and has identified a preferred
location for a potential skate park site.

ATTACHMENT A

DocuSign Envelope ID: 7FDB919B-28CC- 43E2- A231- 6D8D63A2D210

APPROVED by the Danville Town Council at a regular meeting on October 15, 2019, by
the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAINED:
ABSENT:

MAYOR
APPROVED AS TO FORM:

ATTEST:

DocuSigned by:

CIT

CITY CLERK

PAGE 2 OF RESOLUTION NO. 70- 2019

Town of Danville Skatepark Feasibility Study 2. 0

Revised Site Analysis
The purpose of a feasibility study is to assess the viability of a skatepark within a community and within a
proposed space. The specifics of every area, park, neighborhood, and the community as a whole need to be
considered, factored and weighed against each other to assess relative viability.
Spohn Ranch was contracted to review and analyze several parks with multiple locations in each park, and

determine the viability of each area for the constructability and operation of a skatepark.
During the process of the study and its presentation we visited each location multiple times and heard the

hopes and concerns from the community as a whole about the addition of a skatepark. We used all the data
collected to score each location as precisely as possible.
After the presentation of the initial study to the Parks and Leisure Services Commission and the Town Council
in Fall 2018, no final decision was made as where to locate a facility in the Town of Danville. Since that time,
we were asked to look at additional sites. The additional sites selected are located at Oak Hill Park ( which was

not included in the original study), and Diablo Vista Park. This Feasibility Study 2. 0 presents what are felt to be
the most feasible locations from both the previous and current analysis.

While the essential considerations and environmental impacts of adding a skatepark to a space remain

constant, the intrinsic nature of an actual area and the community surrounding it are unique and must be
factored into the process of analysis.

We evaluated each potential space on the following criteria:
Size of space

Location within Community

Site lines and visibility for observation and patrol
Impact on adjacent homes

Existing amenities and infrastructure
Environmental impact
Site conditions

Ease of development

ADA accessibility

Proximity to schools
Design suitability
Aspirational

Optimal location
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ATTACHMENT

B

The following are the summary results of the study with Phase 2 information added and observations about
each location:

Score:

Potential Locations:
HIGHER VIABILITY

SVP - Upper Open Space Field

170

SVP - Lower Open Space Field

169

OHP - Sand Volleyball Area *

168

SVP - Existing Ponds and Fountain( s)

167

OSP - Turf Triangle ( Charlotte Wood Adjacent)

162

LOWER VIABILITY

SVP - Corner of Holbrook and Camino Tassajara

161

OSP - Brookside Entrance ( Adjacent)

142

SVP - Field Area ( West of Sand Hill Trail)

136

SVP - Field # 6 ( East of Sand Hill Trail)

134

OSP - West Edge ( Soccer Fields)

124

OHP -' Open Space *

122

DVP - Southeast Corner (Behind Mosaic -Water Snake) *

106

DVP - Corner

of

Crow Cyn. & Tassajara Ranch

94

DESCRIPTOR

OHP - Oak Hill Park
OSP - Osage Station Park

SVP - Sycamore Valley Park
DVP - Diablo Vista Park

Yellow shaded represents new locations and scores.
Orange shaded represents a rescore.

Summary of Evaluations
Sycamore Valley Park
SVP - Upper Open Space Field - 170
SVP - Lower Open Space Field — 169
SVP -

Existing

Ponds

and

Fountain( s) -

167
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As a park, Sycamore Valley and subsequent sub -locations within ranked highly for multiple reasons.
Centralized location within the town
Best average time for auto access
Best average time for wheeled access ( from schools)
Ample size of area for development
Good location for observation and patrol
Best design canvas

Initial consideration of the pond and fountain area was done at Sycamore to get a cost and impact

comparative against ongoing maintenance and repair costs. The public and local park users voiced strong
opposition to the concept.

An alternate location was considered in the lower grass area along Tassajara. Concerns were raised here too
that the position could have safety implications based on potential drop-offs on Tassajara or pedestrian
crossings from the adjacent neighborhood.

Based on these concerns, the proposed area was pulled uphill and away from Tassajara, the adjacent
neighborhood and to give greater distance from the pond and fountain area.

SVP - Upper Open Space Field ( Score 170)

Pros:
Size

of space —

provides for the largest development area including peripheral space for events and

programming

Proximity

within

Community —centrally located for best average travel times by auto

Site lines and visibility for observation and patrol - park is readily visible from Tassajara
Impact on adjacent homes —nearest home is 350' across a busy thoroughfare
Existing amenities and infrastructure: adjacent restrooms, shade and seating
Proximity to schools: best average travel time for wheeled travel
Design suitability: best area for advanced design and course
Aspirational - exceptional aesthetics, great art and sculptural opportunity
Cons:

Existing infrastructure - would cause greater parking impact on church parking lot
Impact on adjacent homes —
Environmental impact —shared path, adjacent tot -lot and pond area

Ease of development - construction access limited
ADA accessibility —Existing

pathway
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Oak Hill Park

OHP - Sand Volleyball Location ( Score 168)
OHP - Open Space ( Score 122)

This park was not included in initial study. The park is an interesting mix of open space and trails with a pond

and passive field space and programmed recreation areas. The initial area proposed for study was the open
space area as a whole, with no specific location being considered. The site presents a number of development
and control challenges and therefore score low on the viability scale.

However, as we were inspecting the site, we came across some space in this same park that does have
potential. The information regarding this location is described below as the Sand Volleyball Location.
The volleyball area in centered in an unprogrammed grass area large enough to design and construct a
skatepark of optimal size. The volleyball area would need to be removed or relocated as part of the
development of the skatepark. The size of the overall area could accommodate both the skatepark and the
volleyball court. Cost of relocation would be minimal.

Pros:
Size

of space —

provides for development of optimal sized area including peripheral space for events

and programming.

Site lines and visibility for observation and patrol - park is readily visible for observation including by
community center staff
Impact

on adjacent

homes —no visual or audible impact

Existing Amenities and infrastructure: Adjacent restrooms, shade and seating
Proximity to Schools: Direct access from largest High School
Ease

of

Development —Good construction access from school lot

Design Suitability: Good area for balanced design and course
Aspirational - Exceptional aesthetics, great art and sculptural opportunity
Cons:

Proximity within Community —Located on the outside edge of the town boundary
Site lines and visibility for observation and patrol - patrol would require school parking lot access
Existing infrastructure —optimal parking opportunity would require access to school parking lot
Environmental Impact —Shared path, adjacent tot -lot and pond area

ADA accessibility —Existing

pathway
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Diablo Vista Park

DVP - Sand Volleyball Location ( Score 164)
DVP - Southeast Corner - Behind Mosaic Water Snake ( Score 106)

Diablo Vista was reviewed in the initial study, but a new area located adjacent to a play area and behind a
mosaic snake water sculpture was suggested for review. Size and topographical challenges combined with

visibility and construction access issues and potential impact to the play area caused the area to receive a
moderate to low score.

As part of our process we took an additional look at all the phase 1 locations including the sand volleyball area
at Diablo Vista. Initially, we had scored this area relatively low, but this was due to it being a smaller than
optimal size, and it being at the extreme edge of the town boundary. However, once we added the Oak Hill
location, we felt it was reasonable to re -score it relative to Oak Hill as opposed to being an outlier to Osage
and Sycamore.

As we re- evaluated this location, it proved more viable than initially scored. While the sand volleyball area and
its users will be displaced this location would cause minimal impact to park traffic and parking. And provides
great access and visibility, minimal impact to homes and existing infrastructure and amenities. The only
downside is the area provides for a slightly smaller than optimal use area and it is located at the far edge of the
town and would subsequently require most users to drive to the location.

All this being considered, this location would provide for an easily constructed facility. The slight under -size of
the space could still be utilized to create a well- received, well -used facility. This location also provides for the
best and easiest implementation of ADA access.

Pros:

Site lines and visibility for observation and patrol - area is readily visible for observation and patrol
Impact

on adjacent

homes —minimal visual or audible impact

Existing Amenities and infrastructure: Available restrooms, shade and seating
Ease

of

Development —Good construction access

ADA accessibility —Best

area for ADA access and parking

Cons:
Size

Slightly undersized for optimal sized area based on Danville population
Community —Located on the outside edge of the town boundary
Proximity to Schools: Less than optimal location to the school system as a whole
of space —

Proximity

within

Impact on adjacent homes —homes are located ( backside) under 250'
Environmental Impact —Requires removal of sand volleyball courts

Design Suitability: Less area for balanced design and course
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Osage Station Park

OSP - Turf Triangle - Charlotte Wood Adjacent ( Score 162)

Geographically, Osage is the most centrally located of the proposed parks and locations. The Iron Horse
Regional Trail also helps provide a controlled travel corridor from the town center. The unprogrammed area

being considered is large enough to build a skate facility of ample size. This space is one of the few areas
within the park that isn' t dedicated to a specific purpose or other sport use.

The park' s 60 space southwest parking lot would be the logical location for additional parking and drop- off

traffic. It is possible during peak activity hours for the park as a whole, there could be a shortage of parking
spaces. The Charlotte Wood Middle School parking lot could also supply off -hour (weekend) parking if
allowed.

The closest ( 8) homes to the area in review are approximately 300' to 450' away and currently have a visual
and sound abatement wall buffering against park or school noise. The nearest school rooms or non recreational areas are approximately 350' from the study location.

Pedestrian ( wheeled) access from parking or street positions would be along 300' to 350' of shared access
path. Path of egress would not be through a tot -lot or other specific use area.

Park -wide restrictions on lighting would shorten the overall hours of park use and limit use by riders not able
to participate during non -daylight hours.
Pros:

Size

of space — provides

for development of optimal sized area with minimal peripheral space for

events and programming.

Proximity
Site lines

Impact

within

Community —Centrally located

visibility for observation and patrol —area is highly observable
adjacent homes —no visual impact and minimal audible impact

and

on

with access for patrol

Existing Amenities and infrastructure: Adjacent restrooms
Ease of Development —Satisfactory construction access

Design Suitability: Good area for balanced design and course
paved pathway

ADA accessibility —Existing

Cons:

Existing

infrastructure —Shared

Environmental Impact —Shared

parking in an active use park with no lights for evening use
path in heavily used facility with possible congestion during peak hours

and possible impact on surrounding neighborhood
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Summary of Opportunity:

All four parks being considered have at least one location that could be developed into a successful community
skatepark.

Sycamore Valley Park still scores highest, however it will be necessary to redesign some of the access paths to
minimize impact on the adjoining park areas and to also address the potential parking and traffic
impacts. Additionally, construction access will present a challenge and will be disruptive, which would add to
cost.

Oak Hill Park Volleyball Area - if this is deemed a useable space, which would also require the relocation of the

sand volleyball area, and if there is the ability to accommodate parking at the adjacent school parking lot, this
would be a very viable space. The one remaining consideration would be its impact on the passive areas of the
park, and its location all the way on the perimeter of the community.

Osage Turf Triangle - is a large enough area and is the park is centrally located. It' s possible during peak
sports) activity periods there could be some parking and access congestion, however if lighting were possible
at this facility it would increase potential hours of use and minimize these issues.
Diablo Vista Park Sand Volleyball Area - is slightly smaller than optimal and the park itself is located at the far
edge of the community. However, the ease of access for construction, the directly adjacent parking, a similar
park use in the adjacent basketball court, and no mixed- use pathways being required, makes this location
viable .

We believe there are design and construction solutions that would achieve a high quality skatepark and a
community asset in any of these locations. Based on the results of the community survey we believe you can
choose a location and move forward with confidence.
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Value Determination Questions for Location Viability Matrix

The following survey outlines key categories of information with determinative questions designed to establish
the value and viability of a proposed skatepark location. These questions are answered by establishing values
between I to 5, with a poor determination being I and high viability being 5.
The categories of information are also scored by value of importance to the project and assigned a value -add
percentage multiplier.

The numerical value answers for each study location are averaged per category and multiplied against the
value -add multiplier of that category.

All scores of all categories per site are then tallied to determine a final viability score.
Order of high scores determines order of location viability.

Size of space:

Is there enough area to achieve the desired square footage?

Is there room for amenities and non -skating users or spectators?
Is there room for events or special uses?
Is there room to expand and add on to the park if so desired?

Proximity within Community:

Is the location centrally located within the community?
Is the location easily accessible via public transportation or bike paths or other avenues of access?
Are there hills, elevation changes or road crossing situations that would make it difficult or dangerous
for someone trying to ride or walk to a park location?
Site lines and visibility for observation and patrol:
How easy is it for police or parents to patrol or check- in on skatepark users?

Is the skatepark surrounded by other active areas or park users that will create a general sense of
observation?

Could the location become

a

gathering

or

hangout

space ( even

for

non -skaters) after

closing? ( score

lower if yes)
Impact on adjacent homes:
Are there direct

site

Are there homes

lines from neighboring homes into the

within

250' from the

skatepark

skatepark? ( score

lower if yes)

location? ( score lower if yes)

Are adjacent homes forward facing towards the proposed area as opposed to side or rear facing?
score lower if yes)

Are there busy roads or other environmental factors that would contribute to ambient sound?
Is the

neighborhood predisposed

to oppose an added park use? ( score lower if yes)
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Existing Amenities and infrastructure:

Are there existing restrooms?
Is there existing parking?
Is there an existing shelter or shaded area?

Are there existing lights or poles that can be repurposed to allow night use?
Environmental Impact:
Would the

skatepark

displace

an

existing

Would the

skatepark overpopulate

Would the

additional use create

the

traffic

use? (

score lower if yes)

uses of an

park? ( score

existing

problems? ( score

lower if yes)

lower if yes)

Would the addition of lighting be possible?
Are there other complimentary uses within the proximity of the skate park?

Would skatepark users be inclined to ride along pedestrian paths or other use areas to gain access to
the

skate area? (

Are there trees

score lower if yes)

and associated root systems that would

limit adding

an

impervious

surface? ( score

lower if yes)
Will there be

push

back

or concerns about

removing trees to

create space

for

skatepark? (score

lower

if yes)
Would the

skatepark create

landscaping

issues? ( Challenge to

and maintenance

mow,

leaves & debris,

graffiti - score lower if yes)
Would the

park

location

require

fencing

or

netting to

protect users

from loose

or

fly

balls? (score lower

if yes)

Site Conditions:

Is the site conducive to sub -grade construction?

Is there an existing storm water drainage system?
Are there set -backs or easements that would impact park location?
Is there a positive soils report?

Are there underground contaminates, organics, debris, or other bad soil conditions?

Are there existing electric supply lines, drainage lines, or irrigation lines that will impact constriction?
Ease of Development:

Is the location readily accessible by heavy construction equipment?
Would vehicle traffic and construction equipment cause damage to parking lots or other use areas?
Is there adjacent area for storage of equipment and materials during the course of construction?
Are there existing

structures or conditions

that would require demolition? (score lower if yes)

Could the skatepark be built with a balance of cut and fill?

Would the addition of a skatepark require an extensive use of retaining walls?

Is the space owned by the city and/ or zoned for appropriate use?
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Is the location currently served by an ADA compliant path and parking?
Is there existing ADA parking that is readily accessible by an new path of compliant grade?
Are existing/ adjoining infrastructure and amenities ADA ( current) compliant?
Proximity to Schools:
Is the location near middle and high schools?

Does the parks proximity best serve all or most schools?

Are there safe, easily navigated bike or walking routes from schools?
Design Suitability:
Does the area have conducive shape for a course layout?

Does the park have conducive topography?
Are there

moderate (+/-

4") elevation changes within the space.

Aspirational:

Would this location assist in creating a high value esteemed park?
Does this location have landscaping and aesthetics that would compliment an architectural/ sculptural
landscape?

Would this location help this skatepark to best become a community asset?
Does this location just make sense?

Optimal Location:

Is this location the most suitable and best meets project needs?

Informational categories not shown in order of importance.
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ATTACHMENT C

Multi -lase Skate Park Study

What are your thoughts on the location for a multi -use skate park facility within the Town of Danville?

r

As

of

October 1, 2019, 6: 19 PM, this forum had:

Attendees:

1398

Responses:

1071

Hours

53. 6

of

Public Comment:

Topic Start

August 27, 2019, 4:38 PM

QUESTION 1

Where do you live?
Count
Within the Town

of

Outside the Town

Danville

of

91. 1%

Danville

976

8. 9%

95

QUESTION 2

How often do you visit Danville Parks?
Count

Regularly ( Once

per week or more)

Sometimes ( 1 to 3 times per month)

Rarely ( Less than once per month)

62. 8%

673

28.4%

304

8. 8%

94

QUESTION 3

Which park do you visit the most?
Count
Danville South Park

2

1

www. opentownhall. com/

2. 6%

7798
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Multi -Use Skate Park study

What are your thoughts on the location for a multi -use skate park facility within the Town of Danville?

Count

Diablo Vista Park

5.4%

58

11. 2%

120

7. 9%

85

Osage Station Park

27. 6%

296

Sycamore Valley Park

45. 2%

484

Hap Magee Ranch Park
Oak Hill Park

QUESTIONQUESTION 44

PleasePlease raterate youryour supportsupport ofof aa MultiMulti
- - SportSport SkateSkate ParkPark inin DanvilleDanville
CountCount

43. 0%

460

SupportSupport

11. 4%

122122

NeutralNeutral

10. 3%

110

OpposeOppose

10. 7%

115115

StronglyStrongly OpposeOppose

24.6%

264

StronglyStrongly SupportSupport

QUESTIONQUESTION 55

IfIf aa MultiMulti
- - SportSport SkateSkate ParkPark waswas toto bebe locatedlocated inin Danville,Danville, pleaseplease identifyidentify andand raterate thethe preferredpreferred parkpark locationlocation byby
prioritypriority
1.1. DiabloDiablo VistaVista ParkPark
2.2. OsageOsage StationStation ParkPark

3.3. SycamoreSycamore ValleyValley ParkPark
4.4. OakOak HillHill ParkPark

33

1
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Multi -Use Skate Park Study

What are your thoughts on the location for a multi -use skate park facility within the Town of Danville?

QUESTION 6

Diablo Vista Park - Sand Volleyball Court
Count

Strongly Support

23. 2%

248

Support

21. 3%

228

Neutral

27. 8%

298

Oppose

11. 4%

122

Strongly Oppose

16. 3%

175

QUESTION 7

Diablo Vista Park - Southeast Corner Behind Mosaic Snake
Count

Strongly Support

23. 1%

247

Support

22. 5%

241

Neutral

28.4%

304

Oppose

11. 6%

124

Strongly Oppose

14. 5%

155

QUESTION 8

Oak Hill Park - Sand Volleyball Area
Count

Strongly Support

22.22. 0%
0%

236236

Support

20.20. 2%
2%

216216

4
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Multi -Use Skate Parr Study

What are your thoughts on the location for a Multi -use skate park facility within the Town of Danville?

0/0

Count

29. 0%

311

Oppose ®

11. 9%

127

Strongly Oppose

16. 9%

181

Neutral

QUESTIONQUESTION 99

Osage Station Park - Brookside Entrance
Count

Strongly Support

24. 8%

266

Support

21. 3%

228

Neutral

21. 4%

229

Oppose

12. 9%

138

Strongly Oppose

19. 6%

210

QUESTION 10

OsageOsage StationStation ParkPark
- - TurfTurf TriangleTriangle
(
( CharlotteCharlotte WoodWood adjacent)adjacent)
CountCount

StronglyStrongly SupportSupport

23.23. 2%
2%

248

Support

22. 1%

237

Neutral

21. 9%

235

Oppose

12. 3%

132

20.4%

219

Strongly Oppose
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Multi -Use Skate Park Study

What are your thoughts on the location for a multi -use skate park facility within the Town of Danville?

QUESTION 11

Sycamore Valley Park - Field Area West of Sand Hill Trail
CountCount

Strongly Support

24.3%

260260

Support

19. 2%

206206

Neutral

15. 8%

169169

11. 1%

119119

29. 6%

317

0/0

Count

Strongly Support

24.2%

259

Support

18. 2%

195

Neutral

13. 0%

139

Oppose

8. 9%

95

35.8%

383

Oppose ,

Strongly Oppose

QUESTION 12

Sycamore Valley Park - Upper Open Space Field

Strongly Oppose

6

1
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Potential Site Locations Used on Survey
Diablo Vista Park - Sand Volleyball Court Area

Diablo Vista Park - Southeast Corner (Behind Mosaic Water Snake)

Potential Site Locations Used on Survey
Oak Hill Park - Sand Volleyball Area

Osage Station Park - Turf Triangle (Adjacent to Charlotte Wood Hard Court Surface)

Potential Site Locations Used on Survey
Osage Station Park - Brookside Entrance (Adjacent to Tennis Courts)

Sycamore

Valley

Park- Upper Open Space Field ( Adjacent to Bocce Courts)

Potential Site Locations Used on Survey
Sycamore

Valley

Park - Field Area (West

of

Sand Hill Trail

on

Soccer Field # 4)

itADMINISTRATIVE
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STAFF REPORT

pAl`NILLE

TO:

Mayor

and

September 18, 2018

Town Council

SUBJECT: Resolution No. 79- 2018, accepting the Skate Park Feasibility Study
BACKGROUND

The Danville Parks, Recreation &

Arts Strategic Plan Update ( Plan) was adopted by the

Town in 2017. The Plan " establishes a long-range vision and course of action for creating
sustaining a high quality, interconnected system of parks, recreation
The Plan includes a number of
facilities, services and programs."
and

and

arts

strategic

recommendations for how to provide inclusive recreational opportunities for users of all

ages. This includes supporting emerging recreation activities to increase the variety of
recreational

opportunities

available

to the community.

Skateboard facilities are an

example of one such activity.

The 2017/ 18 Operating Budget and CIP included $20,000 to fund a Skate Park Feasibility
Study (Study). The Study looked at how and where the Town might develop a future
skate park, focusing on locations available within the Town' s current park system. The
Study was reviewed by the Parks and Leisure Services Commission (the " Commission")
in December
consideration.

2017

and

February

2018, and is now before the Town Council for

While the Study identifies what is considered to be the best available

location for a future skate park, Town Council acceptance of the Study does not approve

construction of a facility. Future construction of a skate park will depend upon how such
a project fits within all of the Town' s capital needs, and whether or not a potential funding
source can be identified.

The Study was prepared by the consulting firm Spohn Ranch Skate Parks. The consultant
gathered input from Town staff, engaged in community outreach and site tours in
preparing the study. The Study also includes information about the evolution and
benefits of skate parks, design and operation guidelines, public input, site analysis,

preliminary schematic designs and construction cost estimates.
At its December 13, 2017 meeting, the Commission reviewed the site analysis portion of

the study which included the review of potential sites at Diablo Vista, Sycamore Valley
Osage Station Parks. Potential sites were evaluated on selection criteria including,
visibility, accessibility, design canvas, ease of development, amenities and infrastructure,
and

and

impact

on

surrounding

environment.

Based on the site analysis, the Commission

ATTACHMENT D

identified Sycamore Valley Park as the preferred location. In addition to the site analysis,
the consultant was charged with addressing how to maximize the space available,

developing a multi -sport design, providing for all skill levels and terrain types, as well
as seating, shade, lighting and fences, if needed.
The completed study was presented to the Commission at its February 14, 2018 meeting.
This included a summary of findings relating to the initial site evaluation process,
planning assumptions, community input and concerns, potential skate park impacts, cost
projections and a conceptual

design. The Com.rnission received extensive public input

which included:

Support for a skate park

Support for a skate park in the Town, but not in the specific location recommended

in the study
Concerns based on the size and location identified in the schematic designs

included the displacement of passive areas in the park, specifically, near the pond
and large open grass area

Concerns about proximity of the potential location being too close to Camino
Tassajara, facilitating illegal pick-up and drop-off
Concerns about proximity to Sycamore Valley Elementary School, increased noise
levels and graffiti

Suggestions to focus on the other parks or areas within Sycamore Valley Park, as
well as the Mustang Soccer complex, which is outside the Town limits.

In accepting the Study, the Commission recommended that further research go into the
ultimate site selection.

DISCUSSION

In bringing the Study forward for Town Council consideration, staff and the consultant
have focused on addressing a number of specific concerns that were raised during the
February hearing with the Commission. The Study continues to identify Sycamore Valley
Park as being the best location for a potential future skate park.
The revised schematic layout for the skate park incorporates the following changes:
Shifting the potential skate park location farther north on the site to create greater
separation from Camino Tassajara

Utilizing currently un -programmed space located above and below the existing

park pathway that connects the picnic/ bocce ball area with the upper pond;
Reducing the size of the potential skate park course terrain by approximately 30%;
and eliminating any dedicated night lighting

Skate Park

Feasibility Study

2

September 18, 2018

These changes retain the existing pond and as much of the passive area of the site as
possible, while still providing a large enough space to create a high-quality skate park.
This supplemental information, and a revised schematic design are now included as a

part of the information being presented to the Town Council.
The estimated cost to construct a skate park in this location, given grading, aesthetic and
design considerations and some site and soil unknowns, is in a range of $65-$ 80 per square
foot. For a 17,500 square foot area, the estimated cost would be in a range of $1.14 million to

1.4 million Additional amenities would increase the overall project cost. These are very

preliminary estimates that would need to be refined should the project move forward to a
design stage.
PUBLIC CONTACT

Posting of the meeting agenda serves as notice to the general public.
FISCAL IMPACT

Acceptance of a Feasibility Study would have no fiscal impact upon the Town. A future
decision to move forward with design and construction of a skate park would require

identifying a funding source for the project. No project funding is currently included in
the 2018/ 19 Capital Improvement Program.

RECOMMENDATION

Adopt Resolution No. 79- 2018, accepting the Skate Park Feasibility Study.
Prepared and Reviewed by:

Henry Perezalonso
Recreation, Arts &

Community Services Director
Attachment: A - Resolution No. 79- 2018
B-

Skate Park Feasibility Study Supplemental Document and Skate Park
Conceptual Schematic Design

C - Parks &

Skate Park

Leisure Services Commission Staff Report, February 14, 2018

Feasibility Study

3

September 18, 2018

RESOLUTION NO. 79- 2018

ACCEPTING THE SKATE PARK FEASIBILITY STUDY
WHEREAS, the Town' s 2017 Parks, Recreation & Arts Strategic Plan Update includes

recommendations to examine recreational opportunities for different ages and for

emerging recreational activities not currently provided by the Town; and

WHEREAS, based upon public feedback received during the Strategic Plan Update
process, the Town' s Parks and Leisure Services Commission recommended looking at
the feasibility of a skate park in Danville; and
WHEREAS, the Town retained a consultant to prepare the study, which looks at the
physical feasibility of constructing a skate park in a Town park, including access, parking
and cost; and

WHEREAS, the Parks and Leisure Services Commission reviewed the 'study at public
meetings

on

December 13, 2017

and

February

14,

2018,

accepted

the

study, and
recommended that the Town and consultant do additional research to address concerns

raised by members of the public; and

WHEREAS, the Danville Town Council held a public hearing to consider the feasibility
study, including the additional materials prepared by the consultant, and written and
oral comments provided by the community; now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED, by the Danville Town Council that it accepts the Danville Skate Park
Feasibility Study as presented.

APPROVED by the Danville Town Council at a regular meeting on September 18, 2018,
by the following vote:
AYES:
NOES:
ABSTAINED:
ABSENT:

MAYOR

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

ATTEST:

DocuSigned by:

CIT

CITY CLERK

O,

wi rr

Town of Danville

233 Front Street
Danville, CA 94526

August 30, 2018
RE:

Danville Skatepark

The following is a supplemental document to the Town of Danville, Skate Park feasibility Study. To date, we
have conducted a thorough review of use areas within Town -owned recreation properties for the integration

of a skateboard and other wheeled vehicle park. As with the initial process, it is always our goal to use data

collected during the review of potential areas as well as relevant anecdotal information gathered during the

course of conversations and meetings with town staff, interested parties, and the community at large.
This community input and experience was gathered during the course of several workshops and community

meetings. When the initial process selected Sycamore Valley Park as the primary location, and two potential

locations within that park were identified and presented to the community, a lot of input and concerns was

received about the feasibility of such an installation in both locations.
It appears that by and large there is strong support for a skate facility within the Town of Danville, with the

outstanding challenge being identifying the ideal location. Therefore, we recalibrated our process, and took a
look at a new potential site within Sycamore Valley Park to see whether it might provide an optimal park

location while addressing some of the challenges brought up during our meetings.
The primary concerns included:
A.

E.

Impact on adjoining areas and/ or outright displacement of existing use areas within the park
site being close to a busy street —Camino Tassajara
Inadequate dropoff or parking location and tempting unsafe drop- offs near the busy road
Concerns about roller traffic coming through the " tot lot" area
Concerns about proximity to neighboring homes

F.

Concerns about proximity to an elementary school

G.

Concern about the site occupying open field space where park goers normally sit

B.
C.
D.

The

We know a successful project meets the needs of as many stakeholders as possible, which includes those who

will not be skatepark users themselves, but could be impacted by a new park. All of this led to an examination
of another un -programmed spot within Sycamore Valley Park. The new area of consideration, while still in the
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general area of the initial two locations, is shifted farther from the road, up the slope and integrated in a way
so it occupies less of the open green field area within the park.

In order to lessen impact and maximize separation to the road and neighboring homes,
the space included areas on both sides of an existing East / West pedestrian path. However, working with the

topography to minimize the impact on the overall pathway architecture, we chose a course concept and layout
that left the pathway in place and integrated around it.
The premise behind this decision was that most skateparks are comprised of multiple use areas and often

these areas function independently and are even disconnected from each other. This is even more true when
working with sites that have notable elevation changes.

For this reason, our study concept is bisected by the pathway with the bowl ( a more advanced transition style)
areas positioned to the North/ East and the companion street/ plaza areas and located toward the South/ West.
These are two distinct spaces and can be implemented as to not promote or allow for cross- course/ cross- path
use.

An additional benefit to the separation of the spaces by the path is that it gives us the opportunity to

completely disconnect the use planes and make use of generated fill from the upper bowl area to create a
cross slope terrace for installation of the lower street/ plaza.

We believe that by configuring the entrance/ seating and spectator areas within these skate zones, we can

push the primary access traffic toward the west side of the property and limit the likelihood of skate traffic
through the " tot lot" area. There are also additional physical measures that can be employed to further
minimize wheeled travel through sensitive areas of the park.

As part of the process to better situate the course we have decreased from the aspirational target size of
approximately 20, 000

square

feet

by

12. 5%

to 17, 500 square feet. It' s important to note that the size and

shape of the end facility would change and could successfully grow or decrease based on further planning and
community input.

In summary, we believe that after factoring in of all information, it leads to this final location and by working

intelligently with the site and the community itself, a high quality skatepark can be achieved for the Youth of
Danville.

Costing Considerations:

The location has a notable elevation change within its footprint and is landlocked by other park
components, which will contribute to additional development costs.
P 626- 330-5803 1 F 626- 330- 5503 1 W SPOHNRANCH. COM
E
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1

6824 S CENHNELA AVE: LOS ANGELES, CA 90230

Appropriate grading and site development will contribute to a slightly larger area of construction
disturbance.

Access is limited and a temporary construction access road would need to be implemented to get
equipment and materials to the location.
o

This would also require remediation once complete.

Landscaping and other amenities will be important to match the overall park aesthetics.

Stormwater management will will be a key cost consideration.

We are projecting that the style park identifies during public input, in the town of Danville, in this location will
run between $ 65 to $80 per square foot.

If we calculate that based on current concept size ( 17, 500 sf.) and configuration the projected construction
range would

be between: $ 1, 137, 500 and $ 1, 400, 000.

Sincerely yours,

Aaron Spohn

Owner/ President
Spohn Ranch, Inc.

6824 S Centinela Los Angeles, CA 90230
626- 330- 5803
Aaron@spohnranch. com
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MEMORANDUM

DATE:

February 14, 2018

FROM:

Henry

RE:

Skate Park Feasibility Study, CIP B- 616

Perezalonso, Recreation, Arts &

Community Services Director

BACKGROUND

At its January 2017 study session the Parks and Leisure Services Commission
reviewed and discussed the Parks and Facilities Capital Improvement Projects to

identify and prioritize projects to recommend to the Town Council for consideration.
The projects discussed and recommended had also been identified through the
update process of

the Danville Parks

and

Recreation & Arts Strategic Plan.

One such

project was a skate park, which was identified as an outdoor recreation facility to
It was
augment and diversify the existing inventory for Danville' s park system.

determined to be a high priority for the Parks and Leisure Services Commission and
was recommended to move forward to the Town Council for inclusion in the

upcoming Capital Improvement Program (CIP) for fiscal year 2017/ 18. In June 2017,
the Town Council appropriated $20,000 in the 2017/ 18 Operating Budget and CIP for
a Skate Park
Feasibility Study. No additional funds have been appropriated for this
project.

The Town sought professional design expertise and consultation services to conduct

this skate park feasibility study, a strategic plan for the future development of a skate
park and

to

develop

studies on the

best siting

of a skate

park.

The consulting firm

Spohn Ranch (Consultant) was selected to prepare this study.

The feasibility study was to incorporate input from meetings with staff, a site tour
and

community

outreach.

The study was also to include information about the

evolution and benefits of skate parks, design and operation guidelines, public input,

site analysis, preliminary schematic designs and construction cost estimates.
At its December 13, 2017 meeting the Commission reviewed the site analysis portion

of the study which included the review of at Diablo Vista, Sycamore Valley and
Osage Station Park. The site analysis looked at a number of potential site locations
within each of

the three

parks reviewed and

a score was attached

to the locations

based

on

selection

canvas, ease of

criteria.

development,

The

criteria

amenities &

included visibility, accessibility, design

infrastructure and impact on surrounding

environment.

Based on the analysis the Commission was asked to make a recommendation for a

preferred site location to allow for the continuation of the Skate Park Feasibility
Study. The Commission recommended Sycamore Valley Park as the preferred site.

Other considerations addressed to completed the study was to maximized the space
available, design for multi -sport, all skill levels and terrain types as well as include

seating, shade, lighting and fences if needed.
DISCUSSION

The Consultant has completed its feasibility study for a potential skate park in
Danville.

The

attached

report (

Exhibit 1)

includes their summary of findings

including the initial site evaluation process, planning assumptions, community input
and concerns the impact of a skate park may have, cost projections and a conceptual
design.
Site Analysis

The -goaI was to evaluate areas within the community for best placement of a skate
park

and

further

assess

potential

benefits

and

impacts. The site analysis was

deliberately conducted through a data driven process that scores sites based on a
wide range of variables. Dozens of topics, qualifiers and sub qualifiers, based on

hundreds of installations and 25 years of building skate parks was implemented.
Schematic Design

In an effort to provide community input into the conceptual design of a potential
skate park a design workshop was held by the Consultant on December 20, 2018.

Over 80 participants provided information as to what they would like to see be a part
of a skate park. There was also a survey conducted and design focus group who met
to provide additional feedback to the Consultant.

These meetings and survey served as opportunities for the Consultant to meet the
community,

evaluate

the makeup

and

skill

levels

and

start

a

dialogue. As the

Consultant met with the users and heard their stories and ideas it led to the

discovery of the experience level and diversity of the users in Danville, which is
higher than average.

Due to this level of experience, the request for more advanced terrain was higher
than average.

At the

same

time there

was

a

number

of

attendees

either

users

themselves or parents representing other users concerned that the park should
provide

for

maximize

as

the

many

users as possible

space

the

current

at all

conceptual

different

skill

levels.

design ( Exhibit 2),

In an effort to

is approximately

25, 000 square feet and attempts to accomplish all design goals.
Cost Projections

Working with existing data and assumptions the Consultant created a generic budget
range as they are working without a geotechnical report or survey of the space.
Therefore, the conceptual design work is based on general assumptions on a geotech
report.

The Tony Hawk Foundation Skate park data gives a cost base line starting at $45 a square
foot. In California, with prevailing wage requirements, a park of this aesthetic and design
caliber and some site and soil unknowns, we believe this park will run in a range of $55

65 a square foot. With lighting pathways and other amenities being above that. If
budget or size limitations are identified, the Consultant have stated that scaling back of
to $

the design can be achieved.

Representatives of Spohn Ranch will present their findings to the Parks and Leisure
Services Commission for its review and comment.
RECOMMENDATION
The

Commission

is

asked

to

review

the

attached

material

and

make

a

recommendation to move forward to the Town Council for consideration for
inclusion in the upcoming Capital Improvement Program ( CIP) for fiscal year

2017/ 18.

Attachments: Skate Park Feasibility Study (Exhibits 1)
Skate Park Conceptual Design (Exhibit 2)

6824 South Centinela Ave.

Phone: 626- 330- 5803
Fax: 626- 330- 5503

Los Angeles, CA 90230

Online: www.spohnranch. com

Spohn Ranch, Inc.

Danville Skatepark

The following is a recap of our process to date. A summary of our initial site
evaluation process prior to direction by the commission to move forward on schematic

design work, planning assumptions, and input based on social media, a secondary design
meeting and community concerns the impact of a skatepark may have, are included. In
addition, we would like to revisit the reasons and goals for building a skatepark

Benefits of a skatepark in Danville

Provide a safe, designated spacefor skateboarding and other roller sports
Relieve local businesses and other public institutions whose properties become de
facto skate spots
Encourage physical

&

social development among users,focusing on kids who are

not drawn to organized sports

A Well designed skatefacilities reduces the chance ofinjury and subsequent claims

Eliminates negative interactions between police departments andyoung people

engaging in recreational activities in the wrong locations

Skateboarding is a popular and legitimate recreational pastime. Skateparks give a
growing number of today's young people a place to participate and challenge

themselves. When skateparks are not provided for young enthusiasts, it does not stop
them from skating, but instead creates a situation where they are skating on private or
public

property

not sanctioned

for

such

use. An

approved space within

the community

designed and built for skateboarding will create a safe place for young people to engage
in their physical activity of choice. Without a designated space, kids skating on public

property can injure themselves or others, sometimes severely, at a ratio of 10:1 versus in
a skatepark. There is a higher risk for injury claims in organized sports like soccer than
in a skatepark and even young people injured on playground equipment exceed that of

skatepark claims. A skatepark will reduce injury and potential lawsuits against the city

because it is designed by an experienced professional to create a space specifically for
skateboarding and also adhering to all relevant safety standards and guidelines.

The fear people have that skateparks attract a bad element is completely
unfounded. Communities find that the addition of a skatepark reduces police calls and

incidents involving youth and skateboarding. Additionally, studies have shown that
skateparks reduce crime by both activating high-risk areas and pushing out negative
elements or by simply providing places for kids. Data collected in Long Beach, CA shows
a

significant reduction,

20- 60%, in parks that are staffed or programmed are even

higher. Data collected in the city of Fontana showed that adding a skatepark to their
community

followed

by

caused a reduction of

a

incidents

60% decrease in the

of

80% in the initial year after construction

next year and

40% the year after that and then

staying flat for the years following. In this community skatepark management is an
essential program for the communities well being.

Additionally, with the recent change in California' s skatepark liability legislation,
communities are given a tremendous opportunity to include more users than ever

before. Specifically, this means all the users free to allow the use of all non -motorized

roller sports, specifically naming skateboarding, bmx riding, in-line skating, scooters and
wheelchairs. This new legislation signals a coming trend of multi -sport facilities that is

originating here in the state of California. Kids of all roller persuasions are afforded the
chance to interact with each other, creating unique opportunities of,understanding and

collaboration among a diverse range of peers. As a net result, the very nature of
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skateparks promotes great physical and social development centers. When done

correctly, the vast majority of communities are surprised how fast these installations
yield a positive impact on their communities and in the lives of their young people.

Site Analysis

Diablo Vista
Osage Park

Sycamore Valley Park
Pond Area

Open Grass Area

Our goal is to evaluate areas within the community for best placement of a skatepark

and further assess potential benefits and impacts. Choosing a site is a decision made
deliberately through our data driven process that scores sites based on a wide range of
variables. Dozens of topics, qualifiers and sub qualifiers, based on hundreds of

installations and 25 years of building skateparks have been implemented. Each possible
Danville location was scored based on staff input, community concern and data collected

from our public workshop and when visiting and researching each site. Part of our initial

process is to use mapping software and to consider the community school system as an
overlay for facility distribution. Our assumption is that schools are distributed to provide
the best access for neighborhoods. Looking at the Danville school system, it appears
there is good distribution within the community so we included that in our decision

making process. The mapping software allows us to calculate average drive and ride
times using middle and high schools as starting points. There is an additional logic to the
fact that some of the heaviest traffic to and from skateparks is after school so that route

of travel is necessary to consider. There were three possible park locations and multiple
sub -locations within each park to consider. Those parks being Diablo Vista, Sycamore
Valley Park and Osage Park.
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DIABLO VISTA

As a location as a whole, Diablo Vista scored poorly and fell out of contention for
consideration. Several factors caused this elimination such as, it is the most remote

location to the majority of the population, the available space is not of adequate size and

could encroach on existing use areas. Our site selection process also proved this location
could have a greater impact on adjoining homes.

OSAGE PARK

Many potential park users, parents and members of the community at large voiced
their opinion in support of Osage as the location of choice for the skatepark After

studying and scoring the park, certain detractors became apparent and lowered the final

scoring. By geographic orientation, Osage appears to be the closest and most accessible
to the town center. But when drive and ride times are averaged from various

neighborhoods and schools, the aggregate times are very similar between Osage Park
and Sycamore Park Ultimately, based on our study, the impact of traffic and parking

could affect Osage more significantly than at Sycamore, giving Osage low scores in these
areas. The primary location in Osage was located in close proximity to other activity
areas and had the potential to disrupt other programmed uses. We believe it is

important to create a specific space that minimizes the opportunity for conflict during
everyday activities.

One consideration when reviewing Osage Park and the city as a whole was how The
Iron Horse Trail could provide benefit for potential park user to commute to a skatepark.

When looking at the trail it is evident that riders could commute to the park in a safe
manner with relatively minimal impact by traffic. The benefits of safety and travel time

were weighted into scoring Osage. During evaluation, it was recognized that the benefits
are only afforded for non -motorized transportation, which represents a certain segment
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of potential users, which could drop dramatically during night hours and times of
inclement weather. We recognize that many skaters are driven or car pool to these parks

and ultimately the trail did not weigh heavily enough to become a deciding factor.

Another large obstacle to Osage Park is the neighborhoods concerns about light

usage. While Osage is a very active park it was made clear that activities after dusk

would not be welcomed. Many adult, working skateboarders rely on evening hours

during the weekday to find time to participate. For them, lighting is essential. Without
community support for evening activities or approval for the necessary infrastructure,
Osage becomes a less desirable site for the skatepark.

SYCAMORE VALLEY PARK
Sycamore

Valley

Park

scored

the

highest

in

our

evaluation

process.

It

is

distinguishable because it is a beautiful green space with well-appointed facilities that

provide both active and passive use areas. This includes soccer, baseball, bocce ball, a

playground and a pond and fountain. Any skate installation would need to integrate

seamlessly into this space and meet the facilities standard of excellence. It is important
to consider the aesthetics of the space and its users functional and spiritual connections

and any impact created by additional use. This might even be more essential when
considering a skatepark.

The existing athletic areas within the park include the use of lights and do not have

the same hourly restrictions as Osage; therefore it is presumed that the addition of lights
for the skatepark would be warranted. During the process two locations within the park

rose to highest level of consideration, with the large open grass area ranking highest and
the pond and fountain area a very close second. Both areas represent tremendous

opportunities. The decision we now face is what space exactly within Sycamore Park is
ideal for a skatepark.
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Pond Location:
circumstances

The park

to

be

commission

considered.

suggested

there were

some

extraneous

Specifically, the pond and fountain require a

maintenance cost and restrictions with a perceived increase on the horizon due to aging
infrastructure.

Additionally,

drought

conditions

have

caused

many

California

communities to reconsider the wisdom of water features in general and are converting
ponds, fountains and pools to other uses. If the pond were replaced with a skatepark

there are many positives and opportunities. In some ways, the pond simulates the shape

and feel of a skatepark itself. The position within the park as a whole creates a unique

space, putting the skaters into a lesser -used quadrant of the park with potentially the
least impact on other park users.

We calculated that about 20,000 square feet would be an appropriate size to support

the users of Danville. We also recognize that designing to the maximum space allowed

would be smart and help to accommodate the attention a facility of this caliber could
generate. After further planning and evaluation, the ability to get'20,000 square feet and

include both bowl and street style components without overly disrupting the
surrounding park site prove to be more difficult than anticipated. The parks topography
and other impacting elements like oak trees, donated elements by benefactors, an
existing ADA pathway system and storm water collection and control areas created

complications. The impact not only limited the square footage area but also created

shapes not conducive to the style of design we were targeting. While this space would be

great for a more advanced and transitional type park, the ability to have a balanced
design is impacted. This limits the creation of a street park or street plaza type park
when

public use

input

shows

that 60- 70% of park users consider street to be their

primary style of skating. It is not our intent to take the pond area out of consideration, as

it does have redeeming qualities, but perhaps the square footage goals would need to be
scaled back. If that becomes the directive, the pond location could still provide a
substantial skate area.
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Open Grass Area: The process truly led us to the large open grass area as being the
primary location. One of the questions we ask ourselves is " Would this space create the
best

possible skatepark?"

and we believe the answer is " Yes". When scoring the locations

this area rose to the top, above the pond area, offering a large space with a lesser impact
for development.

It is the largest location and allowed us enough area to create a skatepark of the

right size and balance and, more specifically, to create a wider variety of use zones

within the park itself. One thing we heard from the different advanced users was the
desire to have a separation of high skilled use zones from those for more novice and

beginner users. That can only be accomplished by having the size to create these specific

areas and/ or by creating separation through landscaping and other types of buffers.

Not only does this location afford us that ability, it also gives us a high

opportunity from a design and visual impact perspective. Modern skateparks have
become very sculpturally and architecturally interesting. This location provides a
variable in elevation and topography, which allows for great design opportunities. The
use of shapes, colors and materials can create a striking landscape. The position of this
area puts it in a line of site from several angles throughout the park as well as from the

adjacent roadway. That also gives us the opportunity to create iconic elements and
design motifs that should engage and celebrate the skatepark and the larger facility
itself.

This location is easily accessible for users and it is centrally located from both
parking areas. This position also allows us to create a specific space for users to go and
there is a separation from other areas. It puts it in a location where it will have minimal

impact on other park activities while enhancing the surroundings. ideally, a skatepark is

placed in a highly visible location to aid in patrol and observation. This area is

prominently located so it is easily patrolled and observed for off h- our activities. We are
confident that of the locations looked at, the highest-ranking choices are the right
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choices, both based on community impact and creating a park of the caliber that would
represent Danville properly.

Public Use Input

Inputfrom public meeting and initial design charre te
These meeting are always tremendous opportunities to meet the community,

evaluate their makeup and skill levels and start a dialogue to assist us in design
development. Our Danville meeting was very well attended. There were even one or
more seriously aspiring skatepark designers and the excitement level was high. As we
met with the users and heard their stories and ideas it led us to discover the experience

level and diversity of the users in Danville is higher than average. Due to this, the request
for more advanced terrain is higher than average. At the same time there was a number

of attendees either users themselves or parents representing other users concerned that

the park provide for as many users as possible at all different skill levels. These voiced
concerns that the design would be such that it compartmentalized the users by skill level

and/ or by sport, primarily meaning there were areas for more novice skaters to practice
and participate. This is a smart decision and helps to minimize collisions and subsequent
injuries. In order to do that, a project requires enough square footage and an appropriate

budget. Even though we are talking about separating spaces, creating connectivity
between all the zones also helps create the highest individual user experience. We could

create connectivity while still creating buffers. When occupancy allows a skater to ride
and transition through the entire space this can be the ultimate experience.

We also did outreach for design input that includes local inspiration to create iconic
elements and a general design motif. This question was asked numerous times and the

answers were similar. Danville is defined by the beauty of its location. The natural
landscaping of the hills, mountains, birds and other wildlife can be used as inspiration in
the theme of the design. The wisdom of Danville is to create and build a beautiful
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community that's as much an extension of the surrounding space. A big focus should be
on landscaping that is an extension of the beauty of the natural space. Our goal is to
consider site lines into the space from various locations and create a visually appealing
space.

Secondary Online Design Charrette

In January we had a secondary online design session with many dedicated and
passionate attendees of the initial meeting. Some comments were to have an entirely
integrated skate space meaning you could freely travel within the area and have as many
lines of travel to do so. It is our goal to accomplish this to the largest degree possible

while at the same time weighing the balance between a single users ability to travel the
entire park with the creation of different use zones for different skill levels and sports.

Additional input was in fact information that was already apparent to us- that most of
the parks within the region are dated and include difficult design obstacles. To the best

of our ability, we extracted the positives about neighboring parks and use this
information as an opportunity to inform our process.

Collected Data

The following results are from potential design surveys done at the meetings and
through social media by potential park users:

1. USER DATA ( 71 Responses)
a.

SKATEBOARDER

b. BMX BIKE
c.

SCOOTER

37

52. 11%

9.86%

7

27

38.03%

2. HOW OLD ARE YOU? ( 70 Responses)
a.

5 - 10

b. 10 - 15
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c.

15 - 20

18

25. 71%

d. 20 - 30

5

7. 14%

30 - 40

2

2. 86%

e.

f.40 +

12

17.14%

3. HOW DO PRIMARILY CONSIDER YOURSELF ( 73 Responses)
a.

ADVANCED

37

b. INTERMEDIATE
c.

BEGINNER

11

50.68%
25

34.25%

15.07%

4. HOW OFTEN TO USE SKATEPARK ( 73 Responses)
EVERYDAY

a.

31

42.47%

b. FEW TIMES A WEEK

12

FEW TIMES A MONTH

c.

d. FEW TIMES A YEAR

41. 10%

30

0

16.44%

0. 00%

Additional Design Goals

Based on the prominent location of the skate area, the high aesthetic level of the park
itself and the high user expectations the skatepark design for the town of Danville needs

to be at an equally high standard of creativity and functionality. The general consensus is
to not enclose the skatepark with a traditional fence the space. This is a concept we

believe in as well. Skateparks should be an extension of an existing space and not a

controlled area unto itself. Of course, when building advanced terrain like deep concrete
bowls it is always important to minimize unforeseen injuries resulting from falls or
other unexpected contact. As an example, someone walking through the park after hours
or a less experienced park user should be restricted from accessing high risk areas.
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Community Concerns
Pathways

Parking

Lighting

The addition of a skatepark to an existing park or recreation facility always needs to
be done in a smart and calculated manner to avoid disruption. That being said, adding
this park creates opportunities for conflict, however, there are methods and techniques

to address these issues and minimize impact Skateparks should be an enhancement of a

community space, not an intrusion. This priority assists in choosing the best location in
Danville.

The Sycamore Valley Park location, brought several items of potential concern to
light, some voiced by the community. It is our goal to create something that mitigates
any potential issues and ultimately makes the addition of a skatepark a community
asset.

Pathways

There have been some concerns voiced about how users will access the skate area

and that is not without merit. It is highly likely that when young people are entering the

park they will be riding a board or bike. However, this only applies to users driving to
and parking to use the facility. All riders self-propelling themselves can access this

location from the street side, minimizing any conflict. Those entering from the parking
lots can be influenced by some pathway enhancements or alterations to minimize its
attractiveness with methods like bollards, textured surface and/ or mounded roller

detractions. Another solution could be to create an additional path from the parking area

routing around the tot lot area and bocce ball courts. While it won't eliminate all
potential traffic, it will reduce it significantly.
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Parking Impact
While this location is a fair distance from the provided parking, it is also equidistant

from both church and school side lots. With the park being centrally located both
parking lots are desirable to users. This will be a benefit when the use agreement with

the neighboring church comes into effect If there is an activity or function that closes the
church lot, it is a natural transition to park in the other lot There is also an area of

curbside parking along Holbrook Drive we believe will become a more primary parking

location, especially if a secondary access path is created to facilitate access. This could
lessen impact on the parking lots and access paths.

Lighting

Lighting is an important factor in providing access for the largest number of users.
The addition of lighting extends the hours of operation, which helps minimize
overpopulation and congestion during peak use times. It is important to note that a

skatepark does not require field sport lighting, just pathway lighting which has minimal
effect on surrounding neighborhoods. Lighting is important for safety as well as
maximum use.

Cost Projection

Working with our existing data and assumptions we were able to create a
generic budget range. Currently we are working without a geotechnical report or survey
of the space. Therefore, our conceptual design work is based on general assumptions on

a geotech report We are also working without a soils report, however it has been
relayed to us that this park may include clay heavy soils, which can require additional

engineering and construction techniques when building a skatepark. The Tony Hawk
Foundation Skatepark data

gives

a

cost

base line starting at $ 45 a square foot In

California, with prevailing wage requirements, a park of this aesthetic and design caliber
and some site and soil unknowns, we believe this park will run in a range of $55 to $65 a

square foot With lighting pathways and other amenities being above that
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Primary Location - Open grass area

The current design, as shown in the primary space, is approximately 25,000
square feet. We did not work with a predetermined number in mind; this was the result

of trying to accomplish all design goals. If budget or size limitations If we needed to scale
back If need be, scaling back can be done. If the design is implemented, the projected

cost at $60 a square foot is approximately $ 1. 5mi1. We believe this would be the perfect

size and location for the facility but the reality of fiscal budgeting and expenditures could
require scaling back.

Secondary Location - Pond Area
The current design, as shown in the secondary space, is approximately 15, 000
square feet. There are some unforeseen costs with the reclamation of the fountain area

and as to what degree removal or remediation would be necessary in that space. It is

quite possible that a lot of the pond infrastructure could stay in place but there is a fair
t.b.d." factor that needs to be weighed into consideration. The projected cost at $ 60 a

square foot is approximately $900,000.

Operational Guidelines

Another area of importance to perspective park owners is cost of ownership

and/ or other aspects of keeping or maintaining a skatepark. Well-built concrete

skateparks are very durable and last 20 plus years with little to zero maintenance. More
often than not maintenance comes in the form of landscaping or trash collection. In some
communities, graffiti removal can be a maintenance line item, however we have found

with well appointed and architecturally satisfying parks, there is far less vandalism. The
users themselves will take pride of ownership and dissuade any negative activities.

Conclusion
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The community at large has embraced the creation of the Danville Skatepark. We
believe our data driven process has led us to the right location. We have moved forward

on two tracks and are considering two spaces simultaneously. We think that either spot

could yield a beautiful high quality facility. The larger space of the two has allowed us to
realize what could be considered an aspirational goal for the project. Further realization

may require scaling back both in size and/ or budget, however we believe this a good
benchmark to work from. This design includes elements that should appeal to users of

all skill levels and sport persuasions and also general park users in the multiple locations

we pay tribute to Mt. Diablo and capturing the beauty and essence of the larger
environment.

Designs represented should be considered conceptual only. Any final design
would include more details and features than currently shown. If the pond area proves
more desirable, regardless of achievable square footage, we believe a smaller version of
what is shown that makes use of the space and adjoining elements could also achieve

something high end and equally creative and beautiful. We believe the large open grass
area in Sycamore Valley Park meets all criteria making it the best location, however, any
design work can be manipulated to best fit any final location of choice. Construction of a
skatepark in the town of Danville is both highly needed and absolutely feasible.

Based on the excitement and skill level of the community's users, we believe this

park will be very well used and become an asset for the Danville community. We too are
excited for the opportunity a skatepark creates in Danville and our here to support the
projects fruition by whatever means possible.
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